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IN OUR 80th YEAR

Puryear Roller
Mill Destroyed

EL M

left here for Deplies to Black and
20.

IVICE! -

MUG,
7:30 p.m.

WGUST 10

Student Union
Building

the fifty-year old Puryear Roller
Mill was completely destroyed by
fire Friday night after what was
apparently a spontaneous explosion
of a valuable stock of grain and
feed.
J. T. Burton Jr., who owns and
operates the mill with his father,
J. T. Burton Sr., said three yeuths
Were sitting at a service station
on Highway 641 about two blocks
liom the mill when they heard a
Ofled explosion. Looking west,
they saw what "looked like the
whole town on fire," and then
discovered huge flames leaping
from the top of the roller mill.
The Puryear Fire Department
was roused and fought the, blaze
at 12:40 Saturday morning, and it
1:30 the Paris Fire Department
was called to help save nearoy
houses. The mill itself-consisting
A' the main building. a shelter
Wouse, and a storage crib-were
beyond saving when firemen arrived, but two houses which were
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, lift weights,
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GRESS!"

Mrs_ Ronert Jones. 511 No. Zna.:
Roy Melvin Colson. Gen. Del.; K.
Edward.t. Kirksey; Mrs. Hasten
Wright. Rt. 1; Mrs. Eulous Sinter,
Oro
Rt. 1 Hazel; Mrs. A. B Tabers,
COMPTON. Calif. (11P1) - A 37- Rt 2, Mrs. Edison Moore Jr,' 31.10
year old jobless Puerto Rican Main. Benton: Master Timothy Dafacing charges of cruel and in- vis Gardner, Box 81. Hardin; John
human treatment to a child told Ed Utterback, 505 W. Main; Joe
police today he chained his 13- William Parks, Rt 2. Mrs. Hugh
year old son to the well so the C. Paul, 2201 Lawnclale, Detroit 11,
Mich.: Mrs. Edward Landon. fit
youth wouldn't run away.
Antonio Martinez said his son, 2, Benton; Mrs. Oliver C. MeCleIgnacio, was in the habit of going more. 1629 Main; Charlie William
&ound to other homes in the area Darnell. 205 So, 3rd.; Mrs. Boyd
Best T. Combs
Tn search of food while he was W. Linn. 213 No. 13th.; Mrs. Hadley
LOUISVILLEfUPTI
- Democratic
Swift,
Rt.
3,
Benton;
Sam
B.
Overaway. He said he chained him to
gubernatorial nominee Be rt T.
/
2 So. 4th,: Willham
keep him at home while he went -east. 5131
rison Harp-Rt. 2, Dover. Tenn.; Combs and his runing mate Wilsan
in search of a job.
Sheriff's deputies found :he rag- Mr & 'Mn. William A. Collie W. Wyatt will fly to North Caroged youth shackled to the wall ut and Chao-Act__ Ann Collie, 23044 lina today to study agricultural
the small Martinez home Saturday. Dercieno, Hazel Par. Mich.; Mrs. research, tourist promotion and
A six-foot chain was clamped Albert Fay Tubbs and baby girl, industrial development programs.
The one-day trip is the first
around Ignacio's left anted and 103 West 1st. Benton; Lubie Wayhammered into the wall with ne Treas. 501 No. 6th: Leland H. 'in a series that will be made by
Peeler. Almo; Mrs. Alton Lynn nominees to neighboring states.
nails.
*He had been chained for about Anderson, Rt. 5. Benton; Mrs. They also plan to go to Washingsix hours when deputies arrived. Irus Sills. Rt. 3. Hazel: Mrs. Wil- ton soon to discuss Kentucky's
Deputies said the youth com- liam Gargus, Rt. 1; Mrs. Billy highway prlagram with officials' of
plained that in addition ti being Dan Orr and baby boy. Ht. 1, the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads
chained his father also beat him, Lyllhn Grove; Mrs. Odum B. Boone. and meet with Department Of Agriculture officials, and members
Rt. 1: Ehly Bruce Yarmuth, 231
with he flat side of a machete.
Seneca Vally Rd. Louisville: Mrs. .of Kentucky's congrestional deleGray Swann, 703 Main; James gation.
Combs, Wyatt and Em ers on'
Robert Harding, Rt. 1: Alton Duna Doc)
Beauchamp,
Russellville,
lay Garland. Rt. I. Almo.
Patients dismissed. torn Tuesday Democratic nominee for state commissioner of agriculture, will meet
Twenty-four Murray State Col- 4:30 p.m .to Friday 10:30 am.
Mrs Thomas Manroe. 1610 Mil- with North Carolina Gov. Luther
students have been initiated
Hodges and his department heads
into Kappa Delta Ps, national ler; Mrs. Peter Pusateri. Crystal
Lake. III.: Mrs. Donald Starks, in Raleigh. N.C.
honorary education fraternity.
Wyatt said that the trip is parThose from Calloway County ih- 415 Third Ave., S. E. Calvert City;
itiated are Leslie Holmes Ellis Jr., Mrs. Hobert Evans, Ahem; Mrs. ticularly aimed at getting more
Donald Gravette, John Richardson, Lawrence Morris and baby girl. information orf North Carolina's
resarch program whieh fie
Harold Bryan Tolley and Joe 105 W. 1st., Benton; Mrs. Richard tobacco
Jeffery. and baby boy, 204 So. termed "outstanchng."
Euaene Tarry.
"We want ,to do everything we
11th ; Mrs_ Joe Pat Stone and
baby gi r I. 1615 Calloway.' Charlie can to see that Kentucky is in the
CLARENCE HORTON
Wm It-arnell (Expired) 205 So. forefront of tobacco reserach," Wy3rd.: Henry B. Rhodes, (Expired) att said.
Wyatt Said that Hodges has d, ne
illkalarence Horton. not Virgil Hot.- Rt. 6; Sam Overcast, 5131
/
2 St. 4th.;
ten appeared at the city council Louis F. Butler. Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. "an exceptionally job" in promotmeeting last Friday as stated in Stanley Darnell and baby boy, ing tourism and attracting new
the Ledger and Times. Clarence Rt. I, Farmington: Mrs. H. A. industry • to North Carolina. lie
Horton is a property owner in the Newpert, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn..; said that he and Combs were
Five Points area which was an- Mrs. Ernest Colburn, Box Ite2; K. especially interested in N or t h
nexed to the city recently and Edwards, Kirksey; Mrs. Evie Ward. Carolina's charcoal industry since
zoned by the Planning Commis- Rt. 1, Farmington; Mrs. Boyd Linn, eastern Kentucky has timber which
could be put- to a similar use.
mon.
213 No. 13th.

014 t
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MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Skating Will Be
Discontinued At
The City Park

Dennis Taylor, City Park Director, released the fellowing information a bout the recreation
program at the park.
Park Skating
Park Skating will not be held
any more this summer due to the
in immanent danger of igniting lack of interest. Only a few children have participated in this
were saved.
The mill building was three progam each Monday.. We will
stories tall besides a basement, try this program again next sumand was covered with sheet metal. mer if there seems to be enough
But the interior was mostly weard interest in it.
and was ablaze all over soon afte:
Park Facilities
All park facilities such as basethe initial blast. It contained the
feed mill and other mach'nery. ball diamonds and shelters, must
The principal toss in the ".stieller be reserved through the park .di-,.
house" was the ,corn .sheller. -tee- -rector,- if you expect beeiese these
the storage building, $6,000 worth facilities.
Park Tennis
of corn and a trailer of feed
The park tennis program for
had just been unloaded laiday
girls will close this week with the
afternoon.
-We worked late Friday te get finals of a three age group tourall that grain unloaded," Mr. Bur- nament. These age groups are 10
ton remarked. He could not make and 11 year olds. 12, 13. and 14
an exact estrmate on the loss, but year olds. and 15. 16 and 17 )'ear
it would take about $150.000 to olds.
Melisia Teevathan and Ann Titsreplace the machinery and buildings. He said only a small part worth have advanced to the linais
of the loss was covered by insur- of the 10 and _11 age group. This
match will be played off on Wedance.
Burton discaunted the possibiLty nesday of this week. Group la.
of the fire starting from electric 13 and 14 will finish up semiwiring. He said it was a practice finals on Monday and Tuesday
to shut off the main switch every with finals set for later in the
night, cutting off electricity in the wek Age group IS. lb and 17 are
expected to be in their semi-final
whole building.
Firemen worked until 3:00 Sat- round Monday and Tuesday. Finals
urday -morning to keep the Dames} n..thie-w41.-he played -off- %aid
from spreading, but the hUge pile week. All tournament play should
of grain was still smouidering be finished by Friday. Aug. 14.
The park tennis program ha S
Saturday morning and was expected to take several days to been running for 8 full weeka
with 72 Eels participating. Ovi r
die out completely.
At the height of the blaze a sixty Of these girls have partic.number of spectators came from pated in the singles tournamenr.
a wfde area and from the 'rennetAll girls ages.10-17 by June 1.
see River area, saying that they HMO who are tntermted in partispotted the flames as much as 12 cipating 'in this program next
summer shruld see the City Park
miles away.
The Burtons have owned the Director.
mill since 1946 It was built
)'
fifty years ago. but little is knew,
of its early history.
,
"But we do know that a int f
business has gone- in and our et
this mill." said Mr. Burton. And
the building had become a land- Running
mark to farmers all over the West
Tennessee and West Kentucky ace. M
where Puryear Roller Mill live- Make
stock feeds and gra.ns were .0-d.

Mrs Jake Forrest, age-Tik died
Sunday night, at 1135 at the
home of her son, Alonzo Forrest,
Route 8. Murray, following an
illness of 8 yearp.
Other than Alonzo Fort& SW!
a survived by one other son.
Cullen Forrest. Murray Rcute 0;
Wo sisters. Mrs Forrest Outland,
Route ff. Murray, Mrs Hagan McDaniel, Route 3. Murray; one
brother, Rupert Cohoon. Route S.
Murray. and four grandchildren.
She was a member of the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church where the
funeral Will be conducted Tuesday afternoen at 2 30 with Hey.
R. J. Burpo and Loh Outland tirfic ating. Burial will be in the
eilicks Cemetery.
v'Active pallbearers will be Homer
Friday's complete reamed folloue:
Cohoon. Euphrey Cehoon. Finis
Census
4,6
Stubblefield. Be r r y Winchester.
Adult Beds
...
65
Derwood Cook and Forme WinEmergency Beds
....
IV
chester.
Friends may call at the J. H. Patients admitted from Tuesday
Churchill Funeral hi, me until the
4:30 p.m. to Friday 10:30 a.m.
funeral hour.
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Labor Laws must
Control, But
Still Be Fair

REVIEWS. OF PROGRESS

Laber laws should protect members of unions from - unscrupulous
leaders an dabuse. and at the
same trim not penalize labor unA.
justly, CqOgraltd000
A•
Stubblefield wrote the Ledger and
Times today.
Congressman Stubblefield clarified the issue to such an exten:
that his letter is being reprinted
below.

labor reform legislation fought today to sway nearly 100 uncommitted colleagues whose votes were
expected ;to determine the out.

Tiii-gotae tiegins the laliar yea
form debate Tuesday. It promises
te be the most spirited . fight of
the session and the biggest hassle
over the issue of labor unions
since the Taft-Hartley law was
passed 12 years ago.
House Democratic Leader John
Mr. Jim Williams
W. McCormack (Mass
and GOP
LEDGER te TIMES
leader Charles A. Hallech (Ind.)
Murray. Kentucky
vowed on the eve of the showdown
Dear Jim:
to push vigor ,usly for rival bills.
Neither would venture a prediction
I
appreciate
receiveing
y
ou
r
THE Ste N MOB LE watch'At_ go! This time exposure picture shows the •amazing General Motors
of the outcome.
views with respect to the pending
Sunmobiie in action as it is demonstrated in the GM Science Show, Previews of Progress.
It appeared that the votes of
The
labor-management reform legislalecturer holds a 150-watt lamp simulating the sun over-the car's hood. The button-like
216 of the 435 House members
phototion.
voltaic cells on the hood turn the light energy into electrical energy to move
would clench victory, if no more
the car. There are
It apPeart new that Membees
than the normal number of law,
no production plans for the Sunmobile, but
helfes dramatize the wonders of science, which Preof the House will have before
makers are absent for such a
views this, year will demonstrate belere more than illicit million American students
the
following
Three
major
them
and adults,'
crucial test.
The 40-minute show is free to the Public and will be shown at 7:30 P.M.
alternatives:
tonight in the Student
The most optimistic of several
-R. 8400- - known as the
-UnionBuilding at the crittrie -Detrain--Buick, tt TenenteVFileT and I:TT-Flak. Motor -Sales are
conlikiiiik Democratic he.
adeLxants
'Landrum - Griffin proposal. This
sponsoring the film .
showed fewer than 200 Democrats
legislation is strongly supported by
committed or semi-committed to
industry and employers generaliy.
vote for the bill approved by the
It is violently opposed by labor
House Labor Committee. ',this Alt
,n the grounds that it is punitive
about 80 Democrats uncommitteci.
in nature and provides unjust and
Some Republican strategists calunwarranted punishment of union
culated they needed all WI re
membership.
these Democratic votes to se wee
United Press International
- known as the.
FRANKFORT (T1P11 - The state
An intensifia- crackdown on
The 135 te 140-GOP' -buttats they
Fish and Wildlife Resources ComShelley bill. This measure has the
traffic violators. which included
counted on for'the stronger measmission went into closed executive
strong support of those in orgaa state police helicopter patrol,
ure of Reps Phil M. Lendruir.
sessfen and peered ,reporters today
nized lat.' - who believe that leotoday was believed at least nerdy
D-Cia.1 Ane .?Poert
Grind
from a hearing on the dismissal
or-rnanaketnent reform legtsiaton
Mich.), which is supported t
responsible for Kentuckys reduced
of Kendall Tnomas as a gam
is needed. It is violently opposed
President Eisenhower. The other
weekend traffic toll.
warden at the Ballard County
by industry and empleyees woo
13 'to 18 Republicans were eaState police said only one per
Wildlife Refage.
contend ..its provisions are in.son was' killed ic traffic accidents
adequate to deal with the prob- pledged.
Thomas is the enUrcement ofon state highways over the weekThe 100 nr so undecided conlems (if picketing and strike enficial who gained wide publicity
gressmen generally fell into three
end. cempared with a near-record
when he charged Gov. A
forcemeat which require revision.
B.
categories: Republicans from inhigh for the year of nine the preChandler with hunting law viola. . .
elustrial areas where labor is strong
ceding weekend_ •
tions at the Ballard County refuge
Committee bill: This bill reprepolitically; Southern
Democrats,
Twe persons died of injuries sufin 1957.
sents the canclusions tne House
and northern Democrats from farm
fered in earlier accidents, but
Fish and Wildlife Resources
Committee on Labor reached after,
areas.
their deaths were not included
exhaustive hearings and discusCommissioner Minor Clark later
The lawmakers who have n'cit
in the weekend tabulation. The
sions in exeuutive sessi ns. Its 1
ordered Thomas transferred. and
made up their Minds were under
toll for the year thus far reached
supporters contend it represents'
subsequently dismissed him whim
intense pressure fro" labor lob442. compared to 434 Jan. 1,
he refused to make the transfer.
compromises reached between the,
byists to vote against the Leh.through Aug. 10. 1958
1
will
meet
the
and according to Clark. failed ta
extremes
and
two
drum-Griffin bill and from busiStir iman Howell, 33, Topmost,
walkTRAIL-Ohio's
OREGON
circumstaners
arid
'
carry out ,ther orders, which :he
demands of the
ness groups to vote for it.
Knott C unty. was killed Saturday.
ing grandmother, Mrs..Emma
commission said constauted insu-the needs of the times aim that
when his car left KY. 106 near
Gatewood,
72,
pauses
to
tie
a
it treats fairly and equitably the
bordination.
Wayland, Floyd County.
shoelace at Hood River, Ore.,
rights of labor and management.
Thomas appealed the dismiesal.
Most Slaughter. 21. Simpsonville,
Inon
her
walking
trip
from
leading to today's hearings.
Both mana.ement and labor opdied Saturday of injurios suffered
dependence, Mo., to the Portpose certain provisions of the
in a two-car collision on U. S.
land, Ore., centennial. The GalCemmittee bill. On the one side,
FIVE DAY FORECAST
60 in Jefferson county Aug. 5,
p., woman started -atindustry and management claim
and Bert Hicks. 2. loackeYe died
Independence bee/Arise that was
the bill fails to provide sufficient
United Press luteinational
Sunday of injuries suffered late
a jumping-off place for wagon
punishment and penalty provisions
KENTUCKY -- Temperatures-tor
trains in i the pioneer days.
Friday afternoon when his car
the five - day peri,d. Tuesday
to achieve unformity of enf irceoff
Ky.
10
near
Garrett.
ran
Mr. Adolphus A. Walker, age ee
,
11411
ment On the' other s.de, it is
thiough Saturday, will averag
The accident in which Hicks was
died Sunday afternoon at 4:30 a
strongly argued by labor that the
three to five - degrees below tl
injured occurred 50 minufes before
the Murray General Hospital. fir
bill Will unduly impair leg.timate
state normal of 76 degrees. Littl,
the ti pin. start of the weekend
Walker was a resident of Murr
union activities and that its penday - to - day change except sloe
tabulation period Friday.
R, ute three. He was a member
alty provisions are punitive_ in
warmini trend in the east porta,
The helicopter patrol was given
the church of God and fore: .nature.
toward the end of the week. Pri
Un,tr, P •••• international
minister of--that church.
a practice run Friday under the
cipitation will total three-fourth
surveillance (if Public Safety ComSurahvors include his wife, it;.,
From the foregoing summariesto one inch in scattered showeis
el,istly missioner Din S. Sturgill, and
Seutilecat Kentucky
ti n, as well as from the corre- Adolphus Walker of Murray Rout •
cccurring Tuesday or Wednesday fail with little change in temperbegan in earnest. Sunday.
spondence and personal communi- three, three daughters; Mrs. Weer
and again toward the weekend.
ature today and tnight. high toTwo persons, were cited during cations with me, it appears that I.;ee•Hellis of Chicago. Miss She;::.
mid-60s.
tonight
day mid-03trs, low
the practice run for 'passing viola- there are three main groups into Beatrice Walker and Miss HenriTuesday partly cloudy and warm- tions. They were Thomas Collier, _which
ICE CREAM SUPPER
individual Armee; on trim etta Walker both of Murray Route
The Rainbow girls will have an er with seattered showers develop- 25,. Lexingtrn. the first driver in important subject . fall:
three, three sons: Mack Walker
Ice Cream Supper Tuesday night, ing by afternoon.
Kentucky to be cited by a heliI. Those who would, do little Murray Route three, Conrad Wet:August 11th. at the City Park., at
copter for a traffic violation, and or nothing for feat of jeopardizing er, Ajo. Arizena. and James Wal.:-the large pavilion, starting atreti •
Arthur Schneider, of Carnegie, Pa. the legitimate right of individuals er of Alcune. California, two aso'clock p.m.
. Temperatures at 5:30 a.m. c.d.t.:
'to work together for their own ters. Mrs. Cliedie Workman. Cal.There will be plenty of home- Covington 62. Louisville 68: PaduAn Irish monk named St. Bren- betterment.
forma. and Mrs. Bell Chadwick of.
made cake' and ice cream for cah. 63. Lexington 63. London 60, dan who lived from 484 to 577
2. Those who would go tn the Murray. three brothers: Danny
everyone. The proceeds will go Hopkinsville 62 .end Bow ling Al) is credited with discovering other extreme and take action Walker, Murray Route six. Holen
for charity.
Green 62. a
the Bermuda Islands.
punitive in nature and far beyond Walk's,. Murray Route three and
- -the needs and requirements of the Eurnice Wallter of Paris, Tennescircumstances and without regard see and seven grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
to future' consequences.
11111511011 ROME'WI
-- 3. These who desire corrective this afternOon at the Lone 0,..k
WEI OM ItIti PAMIRS
action which will close taro loop- Baptist Church at 3:30. The servPalcSIS WWI • • •
holes in existing laws and prevent ice will be conducted by Br's. C•
YlSYlNI 1/0181.1111017
repetition of the abuses of certain L. Williams and A. H. Larimer.
individthils and groups in the Burial Will be in the Lone ODIC
0
)
14W 40
cemetery.
ussiossetti
•Ia9or-management field.
(1•11110141
01.0111011.
POP;
•
The Max H. Churchill Funerii
Ogle
1.01/•11 1•110(1
Regardless of this divergence of Home is in charge
°Haat 01111
of the arrangeopinion, one thing is clear and ments.
INCREASING
certain. The opportunity VI- unPERIM
•
05•‘\°
scrupulous leaders to take advantage of their position, to abuse the
powers of their office, and •
"misrepresent" their member.; moat
be forever foreclosed. But in the
The Lynn Grove Chapter -ree
effort to da this, whose for whom FHA met this morning in tne, i
our
labor
laws
were
c'eSigned to annual committee meeting for tae
Ptitliat-•
protect and assist --, both labor coming year. at
f.t0t111
laminae/ 1111/11
Kentucky Lake
pew ) g I
and manegement - must not be pavilion .
011111 1
CAP CilIstisi
40
'
0
unjustly or unduly penalize 1.
OOP
Most of the members if the
410.
I am hopeful that the Congress committee were on hand.
Transwill be successful in. accomplishNO Altitude Settilite ... tulip Voiotia IstfetesVissis Wit ing these objectives during this portation was provided from Lynn
Grove High School at 8.15 this'
session.
cOaterfa-T42:71n0111 ""T'fftldleHEADS FOR HIGHEST AND LONGEST ORBIT - The e,
•
morning .
Sincerely
yours.
wheel" satellite (left), perched in the nose of a I00.000-pound Thor-Able III rocket blasts off its
Frank Aotitubblefield, MC
SCOUT LEADERS NEEDED
launching pad at Cape Canaveral heitded 'for the longest and highetit orbit around, the earth yet
.
achieved, Hoped-for orbiloof the satellite aboard, the three-stage rocket (I). is initially .23,006
By VINCENT J. BURKE:
Girl Scout Leaders are needee
miles from earth (2) at the farthest point (apogee) and just 160 miles at the nearest point (periUnited Pregg International
to work with girls ages 7 to 17
gee). After orbiting payload passes apogee (3) injection rocket is fired, varying the initial orbit
WASHINGTON run -Both sides Please call PL 3-1643 or PL 3and
each
orbit
will
take
abott
11.
hours.
and the satellite will move into final orbit (4)
in the fierce House battle oyer 4824.
.
'
•
•

Game Warden Who
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'Has Hearing Today
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Weather
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Emotions Are
Mixed On
Steel Strike

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING
°lida tion of the Murray Ledger, The Callowa COMPANY, Ines I
y Times. ame 71te
Wes-Herald, Cectober 20, 1928, and the West
Kentuckian. .14111111011
11442.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising,
Letters to the Editor.
ar Public Von* name which, in our opinion,
are not fog the pest
interest 01 our readers.

By JOSEPH VARILLA
United Prime interwational
PITIneellefeCiefi (UPI) - Most
children
of steelworkers
are
Battered at the Peat Office, Murray,
viewing the steel strike Ninth
Kentucky, for traumatising as
Second Class Matter
mixed emotions.
They are glad to have their
SunscRtrnoN KAT: By Carrier in Murray,
per
week
MC per
fathers an home. But they don't
eionth SU In Calloway and adjoining counties,
per
year,
13.51
where, $5 50.
like giving up an allowance, an
extra movie a week, or a new
II bat.
MoNDAI - AUGUST 10, 1959
The youngsters are aware there
is a strike, and that their dads
are not bringing home- any money.
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
Jeffrey Campbell, 7. of nearby
Wilkinaburg, remarked to his faNew School Buildings
9130,000
ther the other day at breaktast,
"I guess we'll have to watch our
Planning Commission with Profesaional
pennies now that there's a strike-"
Consultation
His dad is a refrigeration repairman at the Edgar Thognason
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
TEAR GAS CLOUDS RIOTERS-A cloud of tear gas nearly engulfs these rioters in downtown
works of U. S. Steel in Braddock.
Caracas as police and national guardsmen struggle during rune hours of violence. The riotAnd 1.1 -year-old Daniel Dur1nduatrial Expansion
ing
was touched off after the government decided to end an emergency public works program.
ick, who will be entering the sevPresident Romulo Betancourt said It was a costly failure and many Venezuelans were being
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
enth grade in September. also
paid and doing no work. %Viten the dust died down, four persons had been killed, in° Injured.
knows there is a strike. When,
Widened Streets In Some Areas
the- workers -were idled, his alContinued Home Building
lowance was cut off.
Grove, insist the sickniks must
Airport For Murray
"But of course if we' can spare
•19
play small, intimate rooms to be lorok
j
esn
i
clubs," Dick
i
conCity Auditorium
a nickel or a quarter for him
successful.
product
"
o
B
rutco
wt
n
e
rov
ca
er
n
sim
a
len
s
t
u
lib
i
n
ject
a
now and then, we'll give it to
Comedians Watch Them
him." said his father, George
"Comedians like to watch the
'without having to- wcrry about
Durick, a clerk at the Thomson
sick ones perform." Dick
saimiad agency guys or netword big
works.
"Most comedians would love to
EXPLOSIVES IN THERE -Smoke pours from side of a conshots. That's something the sick"l'he lad deserves something."
get away with some of their roustruction supply ship in Milwaukee. Wis., harbor where
redo never have to put up
Duriek added. -He's been helpwith."
tines, but television is so closely
an F-89-D Wleconsin National guard plane struck it while
ing
me
quite
bit
a
'round
the
censored comedians are limited
attempting a landing in a fog. The supply ship carried
Ledger & Times File
house."
to old, dull stain
explosives for use in building a new water intake. The
611111111
He explained that. like most
.By VERNON SCOTT
fire
was
brought
under
control.
Both
flyers
killed.
were
- Jones, Hood, Hughes. Flora, victorious in strongly
steelworkers, he is usieeg the UPI Hollywood Correspondent • renghe." Dan agreea. "You
contested primary races. A jovial, determined voting
strike period to catch up on
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - "Sick" can't hope to be a success on TV
crowd turned out Saturday to vote for their own -choice
household chores. As soon as he comedians were scrutinized by unless you're really mediocre.
finishes whitewashing the cellar, the comedy team of Rowan and There are so many taboos by
even though the weather was threatening.
he's going to paint the. window Martin Thursday. They decided pressure groups and sponsors we
And Saturday night a big portion of that same crowd
CONINTIIRMI
By OSCAR 1FRALEY
the audiences are sicker than the have to stay with bland, innocuwhich the demand sh, uld have frames of the house.
was on hand at the Calloway County Court House to
United Press International
eus metre:al.
Young Daniel has bedh helping sickniks.
when it is presented to the major
watch the progreas of their favorites. The big crowd was
MINNEAPOLIS LIT - There's 1 leagiM moguls-and, the
Ts a cult that's grewnn up
Continental with the family chores.
,estimated at 4000.
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come tip to
tirri after the strike," his father suggested. "Mont nielhe sick cornrabid character of the St. Paul said.
us after-our nightclub act and
neida Ahart and Lloyd Elbert Boyd. The Rev. Robert
The Twin City entry in the pro- hits runs - and - errors
edians depend on -the same
addict. And
asked
why
we
aren't
as funny on
E. Jarman read the double ring ceremony at the First posed third major league is one of the demand is definitely going
Six-year-old Mary Maskiewicx ple returning night after night
to
is too young to help around the to hear their gags. The night- TV."
Baptist Church at 10 o'clock in the morning Tuesday, the key franchises. But the big: be made. According to Keefe. with
"It's
not
that we use off-coAugust 2. in the presence of an intimate group of friends. parley on Aug. 18 at which the: presentation of a petition signed house. but is resigned to the role clubbers who follow them around
are real addicts."
Mr. Francis J. Cusack of Philadelphia. Pa.. will ar- rnerating major leagues will meet' by "anywhere trim 35.000 to 50,000 he must play in the strike.
The
English
word
Early in the strike. his father,
weh the Johnny-come-litely I. op
"salary"
"The sick ones would never be
rive in Murray over the week-end to spend a few day. .s
evolved from a form of the I. • •
Ted Maskiewwz. explained that popular on television," Dan
going to hear disconcerting
Ro- word
with his daughter. Mrs, Jay Wilson and family, 1113 news.
fin salt. according to
the family has to cut down. That wan said. "Their material
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J. D. Sexton and daughter. Miss Frances Sexton. will ery unless it gets a guaraatne •Itrid of rootefs who can make- couldn't afford during the walk- clubs." Dick said. "They can get
of salt, which they called
leave Wednesday for New York City to meet Miss Ruth that it will play host to exactly er break-the new Twin City out.
away with contronersial and spiSexton who preceded her father and sister there. They one-halt of the games given to • franchise . Keefe is head of the "The boy has learned surpris- eY jokes with a limited audience -salar.urn" and this eventuale
will join a touring party in New York to spend several :he M:nneap.lis-St. Paul franchise.. Gaints' Boosters Club which, out ingly quick," said Maskiessecw -and use terms the average tele: beceme "salary."
These two cities:. it must be un- of sheer partisanship. goes lin "He asks for a few things these v:ewer doesn't comprehend. weeks in Eastern Canada.
derstoud. do not go together like and sells tickets Then there is a days."
Audience Doesn't Understand
Rosanna. 10, and -Linda Jean
ham and eggs. pigs knuckles and group kn wn as the King of Fans.
"They never get a laugh in
sauerkraut or even Mr. and Mrs. The guy who sells the most ticket, Setzeirri. 7, aren t eemplanung real joints because the audience
Mickey Hargnay
gets to be king. ,All the kings either about being denien some doesn't know what they're talk.ing about."
from over the year% have joined things.
MUM Fans Angry
"We like to keep our daddy
And, with toe Minneapolis peo- in a club which boasts more
The Comedy tem. who appear
ple anticipating that all heme (Teemed heads than there are In home•with us," they answered
movies, TV and clubs. have
*Aries of the Twin Gity team will Europe. On top of this there e an most in unison when asked how no "Sink" routine themselves, but
be plaeed in then stadium, some old timers' Hot St ye League eith they felt about father, Eugene study the off-beat competition
; closely.
400.000 rabid St_ Paul fans let it 300 members which goes out ind Spizzirri. being idle.
"But I don't know where the . "Se phisticates - or pseudo
be known today that they are up hawks the pasteboards.
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The reason is that in addition the humor. In fact
,n bet all the c_al in Shamokin is plan whereby the American and
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to being a U.S. Steel employe, country would be
.at our Jana will completely boy- National Leagues would
°Benedict by
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New
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1219, United Steelworkers
SicknIke Named
There's a lot of coal and a lot asserted. 'That way we would
at of America.
Among
the sickniks named by
•f the Twin City attendance al- least gel to see some
41'S 0. X.- Frederick H. Mu.%
visiting
During a strike, -not 'telly is the boys were Lenny Bruce, Don
: ement. panicularly when you major league players while
er breaks out with this big
build- his salary cut oft arid his
Riekles.
$100Shelley Berman and Tom
consider that there are only 600.- ing a tram which eventually,
:mile after a two-hour session
but a-month expense account stop- 'Leber.
Most
Sahl. who special000 fans in Minneapolis.
vouch later, naturally, would be a ped,
rith the Senate commerce combut he is forced to do more Pee in poetical barbs.
-And the •understand the impact contender.
isn't
AT HIS ABSOLUTE BEST
.nittee. Reason: The committee
16-Ft. Metal
work and spend mere time at considered a sicknik by
his cogave him a unanimous 0. K.
local headquarters,
horts.
RR secretary of Commerce, That
Is children see less of him
'Their jokes are based en
is the post for which the Sennow than they did while he was tragedy." Rievan went
with BARBARA RUSH
on. -Death,
ate turned down Lewis Strauss,
working.
Illness. 'religion and such things
as lynchings make up the subject
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WEST MAIN FURNITURE
— THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

'49.50
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ELECTRIC HOT PLATE.
'1.95
ODD CHAIRS
'1.00 to 300
"
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AUTOMATIC WASHER

BEDROOM SUITE

40

Paul Newman

339.95

BOAT & TRAILER
$65.00
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COME IN AND LOOK AROUND!
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. MASS 1101.1ATW-Five-foot Shin Sakamoto,
80,
looks anything but heree here as he stares
up at 6-foot-5
Willie Butler after "arresting" him for
robbery in San
Frenciaco.. Even Officer Tom Combis looks
small beside
Witter. It- is gain that Butler grabbed
;27 from atop the
cash register in Sakamoton grocery
and lit out. Sakamoto
eines _chase and caught Butler in a
bar nearby, and ear- •
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Fresh As A Flower
In Just One Hourl

Martinizing Means Cleaner, Brighter Clothes

.-

1 HOUR SERVICE .
0
Never An Extra Charge!

SPECIALS!!
thru Thurs., Aug. 10-13
Ladies' & Men's
Ladies' Plain
Mon.
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Our location is convenient, our service is
fast, but our greatest asset is our
QUALITY CLEANING!
'Open Each Thursday Afternoon

One Hour Martinizing
295 Main

-

Plaza 3-9174
Next to A&P and New Parking Lot
1 HOUR SERVICE
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"Shock value is what they're
.11"tter
le,king fen And as audiences
become more and mere defile-tilt
gyro
A to shock. their jokes keep getting
LO6 ANGELES
registered nurse with a passion for m 're and more nen The laughs
efficiency and simplicity has re- they get are usually somewhat
designed t•eatrnent trays 'at Mount nervous."
Sinai Hospital so well that her
Rowan and Martin, who soon
work has set a natiorrwide pattern. move into, the
famed Ccosnut
Mrs. Margaret _Let. who is in
charge of the hospital's central
supply department, began making changes eas soon as she assumed her post. She had the
trays remade of lighter materials
and reorganized the layout - ef the
various medicines and equipment
they carried.
The trays, which - must be ready
at a moment's notice, are used by
physicians and surseens for exainination,
treatment, dressings
and' emergency cases. There are
about 40 different tray setups.
and they are of vital importance
since a complete tray can save
a minute or two - sometimes
enough to save a life
Mrs. Lee also introduced a
Convene nenenenwenTen has become
known as the cardiac cart. This
cc/reams
everything
a
doctor
needs to handle an emergency
heart case and It is /Always ready
FATAL SHOOTING-WIlllam
f•ir use.
Welier, 16, is shown after his
The nurse's ideas have saved
arrest in Chicago in connecnine. labor and maierials. For extion with the fatal shooting of
ample. she substituted disposable
John P. De Priest, Jr., 32, a
paper for linen op trays to cut
bus driver. He said he had
time and costs by eliminating the - an argument with
the driver
need for washing and' sterilization.
when he failed to stop the bus
Her ideas, described In medical
after being hailed by Weber.
Hirrials. have been al, pine by
He wafted for Pr Priest to flnmany ether U. S. hospital.
ish his day's run and shot him.
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Speed, Drink Blamed For Wrecks
F

HIGH LINE HYBRID LAYLNG
hens. These hens are one year old
and are laying now at the rate of
50%. Price 05 cents per hen. Call
THREE SINGER FEATHERweight
0. L. Hull PL 3-4966 or Sam
rtalales 30% off, only $1.13 per Outland PL 3-524a.
5, 8, 10
Week payments. Also free zig zag
attachment with every Slant needle machine—'This Week Only".
BALED
WHEAT
straw. Nice.
Contact Bill Adams, PL 3-1757 or
Cecil Hopkins. Phone PLaza 3PL 3-5460, 201 South 13th Street,
3006.
A-11-P
Murray.
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Ts in downtown
iolence. The riotworks program.
eleni were bring
Med, 150 inered.
•in clubs," Dick conBut we can mention a
sr controversial subject
having to- wcrry about
y guys or netword big
at's something the sicker have to put up with."
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FOR SALE

1-A atat•
(abbr.)
4-Note of scale
6-iiing of Troy
II-Tittered
13- Raged
11-King of
Bastian
HI-Component
18-Compass
point
ID-Conjunction
31- Qa udal
appendage
32-Killer
whale
24-The spirit
14-Ignore
214-lis as river
29-Dirka
31-Paradise
33-1.enal seal
(abbr.)
34-Pierce
31-Prepare for
prier
119-Exitos
40-City in
Suomi&
42-Natal
45-11nte of
Portuguese
covenos
4't-Man'a name
43-Rational
60-Skin aliment
62-Man's name
64-Radroad
(abbr.)
35-Not• tif scalit
66-Trinkets
Sit-Treposition
41-Bury
63- t7mpower
- Food
programs
64-A state
(abbr.)
47-Goblin
DOWN
1-Away from
1-Undo of
water
3-symbol for

7 -flurried
II-Preposition
5- Neer
IC-Small cactus
12-Earth
goddess
14-Beloved ones
17-Possessiv•
pronoun
20-Itegrets
23-Sun god
34-titeamehlp
(abbr.)
26-Mother of
A polio
27-Articies of
furniture
110-Girl'• name
32-Insect eggs
Se-Flespatter.
37-1419
33 Turkish
d.,ertie
33- Foiloseins
the drat
41 -Young sheep
43-Join
1
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%HAT HAS HAPPENED
XIS Il•mmond ass a ri,ao
11a bad been ,liusca as the first
matt to awls' around the Moon a, •
satellite and return sate to birth He
had been nuSehed lato space in Expi.•rer Nineteen from Cato. China,ers1
The third stage of the rocket rr,•matad Hammond'• cozy cmI nor,
fired
certain to be his tomb. roma
see
os and on pant the Noon Into the
deeps of illimitable apse*. He opened
the missile'. air batch to avoid going
Mad la a Lingering attetb
Irtle tomes. slowly iiherPening Hammood became aware that he had been
from% lasitantly la death. (ken revised by interim. Cr-1,11mm) hest caused
b"7 raplOrer Nineteen falling back to
Earth like a Mating meteor. He
eo.cted hi. plastic enrIneed seat, hit
water. and was 'Mateo by diebelief of
what he read In th• night sky The
stars were in positions where his study
of astronorny had Indicated they would
b- 10.(1100 years after his life on Earth.
Washed ashore and halides. Hammond was mad• captive by • huge
lase with • oss, base face. The latter
spoke a language unheard of by Hammond, bin suocyeded in Identifying
hlmalelf is Rib Quobba
Hammond was taken to a camouflaged amen. where he was faced by
more Orange people They believed
hint a spy of their enemies. His
Vramen. Hammond demonstrated with
a dtaseam of the Solar tryetern the locredible thing that bad happened to
him.

PROMPT METERED
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DELIVERY

GASOLINE

• OILS

24-Hour Answering
Service

—Licensed & Insured —
EARN UP to $25 WEEKLY AT
home addressing enevelopes. Send
$1.00 for mist-in-item and instructions, to C. P. Wyatt, P. 0. Box
8202, Philadelphia 11, Pa. Money
Back Guarantee.
8-25G

I

WHITNELL & SON

SAM KELLEY
Phone PL 3-3914

DISTRIBUTING CO.

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

LOST: RED PRINCE Gardner bill
fold at Post Office around noon
Saturday contemn* gr.titt and
important papers. 11 found leave
Swann's Grocery — Reward. 8-13C

STANDARD OIL
D ISTRIBUTOR
POGUE AVE.

MURRAY LOAN CO.
506 W. Main St.
Telephone PL 3-2621
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."

SPECIAL DUTY NURSING. Available now, licensed practical nurse.
Experienced, good references. Call
Leota Smith, PLaza 3-2450.
ne

kids. In the waking times. he
felt arength slowly returning to
him.
Iva spent long hours teaching
him, when he was able to sit
up She worked with pictures and
gestures, building up his vocabulary patiently.
When Hammond was able to
frame simple questions, he lost
all patience and demanded to be
let out of his underground cell.
Iva looked grave. "Walt," she
said, and left the room. She did
not come back. Jon Wilson, the
leader of these people, came instead.
He stood looking down at Hammond, and Hammond again got
that chilling feeling that it was
old John Brown of Osawatomie
whose deep eyes inspected him.
"You cannot go out yet," he
said. "You are fortunate to be
living For a time we did not
think you would survive."
Hammond asked, "How long—"
And then he stopped, his mind
and tongue unable to frame the
question.
But Jon Wilson understood. He
said, "All the ,hysical evidence
of your eody and your possessions puts your origin in a remote period. By the old chronology, the 20th or 21st Century."
"I was born in. the year nineteen forty-nine." whispered Hammond.
Wilson thought for a momenL
"Then by that chronology.
though we no longer use It since
the conquest of space, this would
be the year twelve thousand ohnine-four."
Then It was true, and the starclock had not lied, but still it was
a truth too vast and terrible for
Hammond to accept_
He put his head between his
hands and shut his eyes. Then
after a moment be took refuge
from this staggering revelation
in a side issue. ''You said that
space is conquered?"
"Yes." said Wilson
Hainmond felt a heavy leaping
of his pulses. Then the dream of
his own time had come true. The
oceans of space were open to all
men.
He said that, and Jot Wilson
laughed. "Oh, noa said Wilson.
"You're wrong Space was conquered, by men eee you and by
men like my own anceators But
it does not belong to us. Space
belongs to the Vramen."
Hammond said, "Who are tba
Vramen 7"
"They're why you can't go
out." said Wilson "They're our
enemies, anti they're y 0 u r
enemies too. They're still hunting over this whole coast. Their
radar installations would have
cqught your satellite as it fell
back to Earth and their fliers
must be hunting for you, Hammond "
Con I is tie d Toinnrrool1

PRODUCTS
— PLaza 3-4652 —

NIXON 'CONQUERS' WARSAW—Riding in an open car, Vice
President Richard Nixon waves to cheering throngs of
Pules as his parade moves from Babice military airport
into Warsaw. An eattmated 250.000 persons greeted tam
with cheers, bouquets, handwavea
(Radiophoto)

MR. FRIENDLY
SAYS

t

PAUL WEWNAN stars in
Warner Bros. "The Young Philadelphians," daring story of today's angry young moderns
Barbara Rush, Alexis Smith,
Brian Keith and Diane Brewster co-star in film now showing at the cool Varsity Theatre
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A whimpering dread earns upon
Hammond at the thought.
How could ne ever get the cold
ot apace out of his bones, how
could he keep the nightmare
vision out of his sour.' It would
come again, and again, and he
would go rnad with it. and . . .
He tifil not know that he was
sitting up on the bunk and crying out until Quobba ran into
the room, with the girl Iva close
behind him. The blue man forced
him back down with his big
hands, speaking to him loudly
and cheerfully as one might to a
frightened child. Iva peered at
him, startled and distressed.
Hammond quit struggling and
lay bark. He said dully, "All
right, I'm okay." Then he realized that they could not understand, and forced himself to
smile and nod his head.
They both looked relieved.
Quobba said emphatically. "Ez
nun do Vrarnen." He went to a
corner of the room and brought
back things he held up for Hammond to see, exhibiting them with
the air of• defense attorney who
CII A PTER 8
won his case.
A NIGHTMARE came to 'ark has
Hammond recognized his own
PA Hammond as he slept. It zipper-jacket and a
few small
seemed to him that he was not things that hail been in
his pocksleepihg at all but frozen and
ets—ii book of a-strogational talifeless.
bles, a small slide rule, a vial
With the strange duality of
half full of the stimulant tablets
dreams, he looked and saw himthat had been supposed to get
self sitting in icy dignity inside hint through the bleat-off shocks
a metal sphere as upon • throne. more comfortably.
And the throne upon which this
Quobba grinned all across his
frozen Hammond sat was far massive face as he showed Mem,
from Earth, moving out through and Iva smiled at him too, though
the great darkness between the With a touch of awe in her clear
planets in vast and sweeping dark eyes
curves.
se'
They believed him. Hammond
He was a king Indeed of space realized. And suddenly he underand of time, for what was time stood. Those id mple objects
to the dead ^ For year upon year. would be in this age relics of an
age upon age, he held nil Icy ancient past No words on his
royal state and all was well un- part could.nave been a tenth so
til he heard a despairing voice etre-five -1n convincing them that
say, "Oh. Ood, I could be bounded hativas what he claimed, and not
tn a nutshell, nod °must niuself one of their cnemiee, the Vrarnen.
a trine of tefinfte spare, srere it
lie thought he might as well
not thot I hove bad dreams"
make the point again, though, and
And then the nutshell-satellite tie said "Vramen." and touched
crumbled away around him and himself, and shook his head as
he was alone in space and not a vigoronsly as he could Then he
king at all hut a dead man who pointed to them and asked on a
must live again.
rising note. "Vramen?"
Hammond awoke yelling aloud
Iva shook her head fiercely,
that line from fienitet and fight- her blue-black hair brushing her
ing hands that tried to hold him shoulders. Her eyes flashed.
down, until there was a sharp
"Nun! Sin do iloomen."
needle of pain in his arm and
Hoomen 7 Was that what these
sleep came that had no dreams. people called themselves? It
He half-awoke again, and sounded very much like "human."
twain, and then there came a time Fie would have liked to learn
v,hen he awoke completely. He more, but Iva pressed him back
had a feeling that many days had down on his pillow with firm
hands. She spoke to him and he
passed.
He lay for some minutes look - gueluted that it was a command
Mg up at the smooth rock ceil- to sleep.
He was afraid to sleep. afraid
ing in which one bright globe
shone softly. It had been no Mere that the nightmare would come
dream, then, that nightmare. It again, but he could not fight the
had been a deep memory carried' drug that had been given him
by his physical body, the very He slept, and he did not dream.
Time pasited. measurable to him
texture of his being, of something
only as sleeping one waking per
MS mind Could not remember.
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Drivers alio fell asleep at the
wheel accounted for 15 of the 42
deaths attributed to "driver error."
Eleven occurred when the driver
lost control of his car, 10 were due
to improper judgment,

• LUBRICANTS

LOST & FOUND

Services Offered
_

accounted for 31 deaths, crossing
the center line 26, disregarding
signs 16, improper passing 13,
improper turning 9, reckless driving 6, impresser parking 3 and
following too close for 2.
An additional 24 pedestrians
guilty of such law violations as
crossing the street in mid-block
ere killed.

•
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ROID-EZE LIQUID Preparation
for hemorrhoids. Amazing overnight relief. Aboslutely guaranteed.
Only $1.00 at druggist
8-31P
—
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The mounting death toll on
except Pennsylvania.
highways and city streets could
The study showed 382 persons
be cut, both organizations agreed,
killed in 316 accidents.
if uniform and realistic
traffic
Of the 318 accidents, 285 inlaws, backed by suitable penalvolved traffic law violations and
ties,
Lies, were applied without disbrought death to 330 persons: 42
crimination.
resulted from such driver errors as
"Rigid, continuing and relentfalling asleep at 'the wheel or losless enforcement of fair traffic
ing control of the car, and 10 from
laws is a major essential to cutunknown causes.
s •
ting the tall," a Safety Council
Sixty-eight of the 265 drivers
spokesman said.
Who broke the law killed only
"Every motorist and pedestrian
themselves, and 67 perished in acmust know traffic laws, accept
cidents which claimed a total of
strict and impartial enforcizrerit
171 innocent Victims.
of realistic laws and insist on
Police reports showed 129 persevere penalties for all who viosons on that weekend lost their
late the law," the Kemper cornlives because of speeding and 71
mittee said.
were killed by drinking drivers.
"I wish the study could prove
Failure to yield the r.glit of way
that traffic law violators killed
only themselves," added Hathaway G. Kemper, chairman of
Eradiuste
Prevent
the companies in the Kimper
aroup.
MICE — ROACHES
But he pointed cut the reverse is
true. He quoted Kemper's analysis
TERMITES
— RATS of the three-day Memorial Day
weekend in 1958, the most recent
reports by police departments and
highway patrols in every state,

TWO DOWNSTAIRS furnishecL
apartment, private entrance, electrically equipped, and newly decorated. 503 North 6th-Phone PL3-3001,
A-11-C

I DEAD 5TOCIE REND'S ED FREE.
Prampi service. Tracks dispatched
by two-wily radio,, Call codect
Mayfield. Phone 433. If so answer
call cellect Unica CIO,'
renneseee.
phone TT' 5-9361.
TFC
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FOUR ROOMS UPSTAtIRIS, full
s.ze basement. 5130 South 4th.
Telephone PLaza 3-4888. Call
before noon.
8-11-C

NOTICE

trt 1::::: ,49
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THREE ROOM furnished apartment. Heat and water furnished.
502 Elm. Phone PLaza 3-5402.
A-n-c
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ROOM FURNISHED
APT.
Newly decorated - Private entrance 1 private Bath. One or
couples PL-3-5016 600 Poplar
A-10-C

Tunes Training program is
geared to give fast as you can
learn training fast as you are
able advancement. Good starting
salary with merit increase during training period plus other
excellent employee benefits. Car
allowance.
For interview phone or write
A. C. Warner, Time Finance
Company, 210 East Broadway,
Mayfield, Ky. Phacie CH 7-2603.
8-14C
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U NFL'RN!SHED
FIVE ROOM
garage apartment. Call PLaza 35001.
8-10C

Applicants must be age 23
to 32 with High School or better education. To qualify you
must be eager and ambitious
to learn.
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Time Finance Company is
now accepting applications for
men to train for managerial
positickn in rapidly expanding
consumer loan and finance
field.
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THREE BEDROOM HOUSE with
utility, garage, full basement Available August 25th. 311 North
16th, Call Glindel Reaves, PLaza
3-5111.
8-10P

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES

to Saturday's Puzzle

44-French
artkle
46-Preposition
43- Burron irig
animals
lit -Central
American
tree

Business Opportunities j 1---F7
OR RENT

By MABGUFJUTE DAVIS
United Press International
CHICAGO — fall) — As you hit
the
today — or any
day, for that matter — think
of
this;
Studies of the causes of deaths
in auto accidents show the
two
bigges killers, in
order, are
Speeding and dririking. They kill
more people on the highway
than
all other causes combinedl
The great majority of fatal
auto accidents involve traffic law
violations and — tragically —
seven out of ten persons killed
are innocent victims of someone
else's driving mistakes,
Two of the most recent major
national studies of the causes of
traffic accidents were made by
the National Safety Council and
the Central Automobile Safety
Committee of the Kemper Insurance Company. These separate
studies analyzed accidents that
occurred on five different holiday
weekends, They used different
classifications in listing causes of
the fatal accidents, but reached
the same conclusions.

LOANS TO $300

Old Salem Church and
Graveyard
COME BRING YOUR DINNER and STAY ALL DAY
THURSDAY, AUGUST 13th!

NANCY

LET'S
SEE THE
SiDESHOW

by Ernie Bushiniller

AVV--- THAT'S
JUST OLD
CORNY
STUFF
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NOT
CORNY

---IN FACT,
IT'S VERY
UP- TO-DATE
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Mrs.Coya Knutson Is Not
Coming Back Home Yet

WELL,IT WAG'
LIKE T
.
SHE WAS_

Phone PL 3-4707 or
ID 6-3327

By GAY PAULEY
operated a small hotel and restauUPI, Women's Editor
rant in the couple's hometown of
NEW YORK (USD — Coya Knut- Oklee. Minn., issued a public
plea
son is not coming home to her to his blonde, blue-eyed
wile,
husband in Minnesota — at least whom he married in 1940.
not for a while.
He demanded that Mrs. Knutson
The former Democratic congress- leave Congress and
come home—or
woman has taken up residence else.
and a new career in New York.
Knutson charged that since his
Mrs. Knutson, 46. is associate
producer, educational director and wife's election to Congress in 1954
member of the board of directors. "our home life has deteriorated
of "The Magicat Theater" wnich to the extent that it is practically
produces television films for chil- non-existent. I want to have the
happy home life that we enjoyed
dren.
"In a way I'm just going back for many years prior to her electo some of the things 1 did before tion."

Georgian Is Buried
Standing Upright
WASHLNNGTON. Ga. - glag Capt. Abraham Simons. a wealthy
Georgian who fint,ht in the Revolutionary War, was buried six
s east of this town in a standing position with his rifle beside
him -bu right the Devil."

Shock Waves
Hit Fashion World
As Knee Bared

Engagement- :1nnounced

Although Simmons fought valiantly during the War Of Independence, he also played another. quiter role in the history
of Georgia.
Shortly after his death. his
widow was married to the Rev.

By PAT 'HERMAN
United Press inteenational
PARIS 111Pfl - Shock waves

Jese Mercer. who used Simons'
large estate to found Mercer Unicaused by the House of Dior's
versity in Macon.
new short skirts rippled thr 'ugh
the faahian world today. but for
Thus. Mercer. a Baptist schooL
most critics and buyers the shock
was founded with money that was ,
was a pleasaat one.
provided indirectly by a Jew.
I
The expo-sed kneecaps introduced Thursday by Dior designer
Yves St. Laurent were a bit too
much for British critics, but for
almost everyone eLse the short
look was as bracing as a cold
dip-just fine when you get used
to it.
The newspaper France Soir
said today S. Laurent is "engaged in a battle of the bare knee
with the other Paris dressmakers." most of whom are pushing
longer sicrts this year.
Chances are better than even,
cording to the fashion pridessionals.- that the "new short look"
Will enehance the prestige of the
niuhiwaillion dollar House of
Dior.
-Sven if it becterrres---tki=-32tLaurent. the world will not know
MISS DONNA BUCY
it
for at least 2 season. Buyers
say that it takes that long or
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Bucy, Murray Route Five, anlonger for American "women to
"d.gest" a new Paris faShion nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter. Donna. to Mr. Don Smith. son of Mr. and
and to accept or reject it.
Many of the buyers went back Mrs. Eurie Smith. New Concord.
to Dior's today f.-r a second I •ok
The wedding trar
will be an event of...
August 14
to decide repr
wtich mt-atels to takeoduc
home for
St. Laurent was under heavy
fire* from the British press.
-Whatever you feel about fashion. women don't fall for the
•
outrageous!" headlined the Loncian Daily Express. noUng that
Laurent's hem -hiking had.
wan him "publicity- but not
terin."
Kiricsey youths won - premium
In the FETA department blue
awards at the Marshall County ribbon. on seven basic foods and
TI
Fair recently Janet Like won goad grooming .postkrs, play suit
NCRWICSI N. Y. - gag - Only *op honors with seventeen blue and red r.bbms on h .me proone traff.c accident was reported ribbons arid five red. In the 4-H ject: with plans and days menu:
Sr. th.s area during a recent holi- department Janet won blues on In the open cla,
s deportment
day v.vekend. but even the minor safety good grooming and break- blues on canned marmalade. peas.
mishap
god play in the local fast posters. craft. good grorwri- sweet pickles. assortment of pickpapers Involved in the crash ing, project be-ks, and junior les , and rel.shes. relish, bread
wre two cars. one driven by Mrs. achievement rec ,rd books. -cann- and butter pickle,. and reds on
Dorothy Bice. 25. the other dr.ven ed Lena teens. c iokies and red four basic f'° 'd chart and reed
by her tsruther. Franklin De Rosa.
basket.
canned corn.

•

Prince Basundhara of Nepal
and pretty Lynne Waldron of
Pepper Pike. 0., la on again,
apparently, as they meet in
HavosiL They met when she
visited Nepal on a tour. They
became engaged. But his brother, the king, put the kibosh on
the romance. The prince is try- .
Ing again,, expecting trouble.

t

Sandra Bedwell in the 4-H departrrfent w al blue ribb n, on
semi-tailored dress. green beans
corn muffins buten...1s. cake. place
sett.ng and red ribbons on corn
and cOokie:. frozen foods. blue
on corn and reds
n cherries,
lima beans and greens.
,

In the FHA department seven
basic foods chart, and days
menu, white. Blues on biscuit.,
' rolls, loaf bread. place setting
and reds on cookies and corn
bread. Open class. corn, white.

I save

, Toni Burchett Won :n the 4-H
I departfrient. blues on playsu.1
and cake; F. H. A. department
, bluer on cake and corn bread:
and open claw on a r...c cake:

regularly
for
COLLEGE
"I'm looking forward to a college education, and 1:rn saving for it, too. I put part of
my allowance into my own savings account.
regularly. It really pays! Try it, and see for
yourself."

BANK of MURRAY
MBER

. I.C .

Annette Jones won blue on
day's menu. in the FHA department. In the open class red for
best planned wardrobe, semitailored dres5. luncheon cloth and
white on place mats. ItT-the can!ning, blue on by beets, red
peaches, and beef, and, whoa.. on
Squash and green beans.
Lenna Hall won red ribbons
on skirt; Charlotte Young. Nona
!Bazzell--and Phyllis Darnell blue
ribbons on pot holder and apron trt the 4-H department.
. La Jeanna Pasctiall blues in
the 4-H department on canned
'ADCS:berries, tomato juice, tomatoes, beets. soup mixture, greens,
peaches. pot holder, apron. red

, on corn and white on green
'beans.
,
In the flower show, 'blue rib!bons on minature arrangements
and rnaeS arrangements in the

l

FOR (SPECIAL) SALE
4x8x1
/
2-inch SHEATHING
'6.25 per hun.
New Conrf,rd Road SYKES
BROS. LUMBER CO. PI,3-3662

gress if she would just get rid
• • ••
of her executive secretary, Bill
Most American cigarettes toKjeldahl.
30.
He
charged
"It was the best thing tnat ever
"the
day ai-e made up of about 55 per
happened to me," she said. speak- decisions made in Ci-ya's office
cent flue-cured tobacco, 36 per
are
not
hers,
but Kjeldahl's."
ing of the "Coya, come home"
cent burley and the rest Maryincident which made national
In the last congressional elec- land and imported tobacco.
headlines a year ago.
tions,. Mrs. Knutson lost to ReEighty per cent of Canada's
publican Odin Langen. Kjeldah:,
Hubby Pleaded Publleally
During he: re-election campaign ,she said, is now in Minnesota newsprint production goes to the
her husband. Andrew, who had working as ass' announcer at sta- United-States, according to the
Twentieth Century Fund.
tion KLIZ.
She said the headlines helped
defeat her.
"An unhealthy group back home
used my husband, that ie all,"
said Mrs. Knots, n.
"But they did me a favor; they
catapulted me into a work I love.
God moves in mysterious ways...'
I asked her about her relations
CAN GET
with her husband now

pl

-

-

ammo • •••-••••

NOW!

WI ALL PERSONS
IU 65 and OVER

Couple 'incompatible"
"Surety we are incompatible.'
she said. "But now I ant

•

I may be able to financially hen ,
him.. to help him find his place
an life."
Will there be a divorce? "I
don't 'know." -site said. The eouple
has one son. Terence-19.
Mrs. Knutson said that she feels
no bitterness because of her political defeat. "Certainly I will go
back to Minnesota from time to
time...I
wn property there."
"I am out of active politics."
she said. ''but I always will be
interested. The competition in poi-- AS- -rough:- --my-dear:—trz---still
a man's world." s
- •"I don't trunk VII miss Washington." she said. -The contacts
in this job will be national and
internatonal...and less nose to
the grindstone than in Washington. Fewer personal pressures
"Bt.: I have to work." said the
effervescent Mrs. Knutson. "Work
is my first name"
The television series differs from
the usual animated cartoons because the characters are scalljatured
and 1,Nik three-chmensicnal.
The technique is the brain-child
of Lou Bunin, who is the boss of
Punch Films Corp. Punch owns
"Magicat" and one of its backers
is Mrs. Jeane Dixon. Washington
reel estate agent and a long-time
pro.msticator of world events.
Her cat "Mike." a pretty well
known character around the capital, insplied the series.
Mrs. Knutson said the film,
with animal character*. will be

HOSPITALSURGICAL-

Ii
111

NURSING HOME
It INSURANCE
without having
to take a
physical
examination
to qualify.
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ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION
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tess. But it must be something so unusually good it will
leave guests asking for se, and
helpings and, of course, for
the recipe, too.
California Long Whites
From California come potato recipes-- that star the
state's famous long whites.
Make them your specialty and
we guarantee your ho-tess
rating will zoom to new

heights.
Potato

chips, made the
West-Coast way, are more
than crispy and crunchy.
They're cheese-flavored, too,
and that's what gives "'em new
taste appeal. Serve the (hips
sole or Use them as a crisp
accompaniment for a fins fish
dinner.
/e"
.
•
Special Haled
Air for the patato salad
recipe. it's one every hostess
should add to her file. A good
potato salad is a great addition to buffer meals indoors

or out, and this one Is a
sure winner.
Its success merit is the fact
that potatoes, celery and onions are marinated overnight

-•

ON

MARINATING GIVER California Potato Salad ne' taste.
Potatoes stand in searkned oil-vinegar sauce overnight

In a well-seasoned oil-vinegar
sauce.
The basic recipe given here
can be varied in several ways.

14iew

Fillip'
For a new fillip, for example, you can add slivered
toasted almonds or chopped
hard-cooked eggs to it. You
can also substitute sour cream
-

for the mayonnaise or salad
dressing.
If you're a cheese lover, 4
oz. of blue cheese added to
the mayonnsise will give the
salad a flavor you'll go fiSr in
a big way.
Cheesed Potato Chip*: Pare
California long white potatoes
fallow 2 potatoes for each 3
servingsi. Cut crosswise into
very thin slices. Let stand,
covered with ice seater, 45
mm. Drain and dry' between
paper towels.
Fry in deep fat 5125' F.)
until golden brown. Drain and
sprinkle with salt.

Spread out potato chips in
shallow pan. Sprinkle generously with grated American
cheese. Bake at 400' F. for
10 min. Serve hot.
California Potato R al ad:
Boil 8 medium long white potatoes in jackets in salted
water until just tender. Pet/
and dice into small cubes.
While still hot, add 14 c.
chopped celery, 1 medium onion, finely minced, IS c. salad
C. wine vinegar, 1 tsp.
Oil,
'salt or to taste), is tsp, black
pepper. Allow to marinate
several hours or overnight.
Blend In 1,S c, chopped ripe
olives, I,
c. minced sweet
pickle, 1 medium green pepc. sliced
per. minced, and
radishes.
Add 1 e. mayonnaise or
salad dreasing, mixing lightly
but thoroughly. Chill well.
To serve, garnish with lettuce leaves,- radish roses and
pickles. Serves 10-12.

I

NEW ENROLLMENT
PERIOD DURING

iducataw

NE special dish can make
your reputation as a hos-

•

AND

SAVE

Potato
i
T ps

•
•

Class of the First Baptist Ohurch
will meet at the city park in the
picnic area by the Girl Scout
cabin at 6:30 p.m.
••••

GRATED AMERICAN CHEESE is sprinkled over golden brown, deep-fried potato chipa
that have been drained of fat, swooned with salt. Chips are then baked in oven for 10 mm.

By JOAN O'SULLIVAN

•

Monday, August 10tb
The Bethany Sunday School

for 16 years.

rAmmy

Carolyn Palmer wore in the
4-H department blue ribbons on
c-tiacies. bro•vnies. playsiut, arnievement record book, canned
squash, red on green bean arid
white c•d-n. In the 'open class
beets and dill pickles. red ribbons.

Social Clad.

Wednesday, August 12th
The Wesleyan Circle of the First
I got into politics," she said in
Later, he softened his demands: Methodist Church will meet in the
TWAIN MEET AGAIN—The on- - an interview. The record shows Mrs. Knutson
home of Mrs. Rex Alexander Mg
could stay in ConMrs. Knutson taught high school
again-off-again
romance
of
7:30 in the evening.

Kirksev ouths vO on Premiums
At The Recent Benton Fair

avi.pi

educational in nature — "but the
message will be subtle."
"This is one opportunity In
many, many lifetimes."

SAVINGS

I. Interest compounded semi-annually.
Z. Withdrawals paid promptly upon request.
3. Deposits mode by the 10th earn interest
for the full month
4. Interest paid for each full month of de-

posit.

5. Assured safety.
6. Under supervision of Kentucky Deportment of banking%
7. Why Be Satisfied With Less Than

4%
Inclustrial Plan
SAVINGS—LOANS
204 So. 4th St.
PLaza 3-1413
Murray, Ky.
The above service also available at our offices
112 NORTH 7th STREET, MAYFIELD, KY,
107 SOUTH 4th STREET, PADUCAH, KY.
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astirsap.
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